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Experimental results for identified hadron spectra in AA collisions at RHIC are reviewed.
Jet suppression in central AuAu collisions at 200 GeV is seen in leading meson and baryon
spectra at high pt. Enhanced baryon production at intermediate pT (2 < pt < 5 GeV/c) is
related to quark content but not its mass. In d+Au collisions Cronin enhancement is observed
with larger magnitude for baryons than for mesons, but this difference can not explain the
baryon-to-meson ratio in Au+Au collisions. In Au+Au the observations at 62.4 GeV and
200 GeV are very similar, but smaller suppresion of the leading particles is seen at low beam
energy, which is evidence for a smooth beam energy dependence of the effect. Near and away
side jets seen in two-particle correlations are very similar for the leading baryon and mesons.
Since the year 2000 four experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory are searching for a new state of nuclear matter: the quark-
gluon plasma. All experiments confirmed the effect of particle suppression at high transverse
momenta in the most central Au+Au collisions1. This phenomenon is consistent with the general
expectation from pQCD calculations for final-state partonic energy loss or “jet quenching” in
produced dense matter. At the same time it was found that protons and antiprotons are not
suppressed as pions 2, Figure 1. Here the parameter Rcp is defind as:
Rcp(pT ) =
(1/〈N centbinary〉) d2NA+Acent /dpT dη
(1/〈Nperiphbinary 〉) d2NA+Aperiph/dpTdη
. (1)
Jet production, and hence its leading particle, has a small cross section and should be
proportional to the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, Nbinary, for each AA collision
centrality. Thus, to see the nuclear modification effect versus centrality, particle yields in Rcp
are normalized to Nbinary.
To understand whether the proton non-suppression is a mass effect due to an additional radial
flow or a pure quark-content effect (byryon vs. meson), many measurents have been done with
other particles 3,4, Figure 2 and Figure 3. First, data confirm that this is a baryon effect,
probably related to the number of constituent quarks, three for baryons and two for mesons.
Second, baryon suppression is also observed, but it starts at higher momenta above 4 GeV/c.
The baryon enhancement seen in Au+Au at 2-4 GeV/c is a feature of the transision region
between soft and hard scattering processes.
To confirm that jet quenching is indeed a final state effect in central Au+Au collisions, a set
of “controll” experiments at RHIC has been performed with d+Au beams. If the suppression is
an initial state effect, then it should be seen in low density d+Au collisions also. At midrapidity
Figure 1: Central to peripheral yield ratio per binary
collision, Rcp, vs. transverse momentum for neutral pions
and protons in Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV.
Figure 2: Central to peripheral yield ratio per col-
lision vs. transverse momentum for charge mesons
and baryons in Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV.
no suppression was observed. Even more, some enhancement was seen for more central d+Au
events 5, Figure 4. This, so called, Cronin effect was observed already in mid 1970-th in proton
beams on nuclear targets. The enhancement is larger for baryons than for mesons but this is
a small effect and can not explain the factor 4-5 baryon-meson difference at intermediate pt in
central Au+Au collisions.
The observation of strong meson suppression at high transverse momenta in Au+Au collisions
at 200 GeV gave rise to the question about the beam energy dependance of a such effect. RHIC
performed a short one week Au+Au run at
√
s = 62.4 GeV. Preliminary results, Figure 5,
show a significant suppression of the neutral pion yield for the most central collisions 6, but the
suppression factor at 62.4 GeV is less than at 200 GeV. This is evidence for a smooth beam
energy dependence of the effect. At the same time, at 62.4 GeV the nuclear modification factor
for charged hadrons, i.e. pions, kaons and protons, does not show suppression in the measured
range of pt < 4 GeV/c. An explanation of this feature is presented in Figure 6: in most central
events at high momentum the charged hadron yield contains more protons than pions. There is
no direct measurements of the nuclear modification factor for identified baryons at
√
s = 62.4
GeV, but from Figure 5 and Figure 6 one may conclude, that baryon production, or at least for
protons, is similar at 62.4 and 200 GeV.
The very large particle multiplicity in Au+Au collisions at RHIC does not allow for a full jet
reconstruction - the background of soft particles is too high. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated
that two particle azimuthal correlation for large transverse momentum particles could be a valid
tool for jet identification 7. 2-particle azimuthal correlations allow to investigate the centrality
dependence, the shape and yield in forward and backward jets, to measure the spectrum of
particles in the jet. The results for the particle yield in the jets 8,9 are presented in Figure 7.
The leading particle was identified as a meson or baryon, the second particle was a non-identified
charged hadron. The particle yield per trigger in the near side and away side jets is almost the
same for identified leading mesons and baryons, at least in the mesured momentum range,
regardless of a large difference in the inclusive baryon and meson yields at 2 < pt < 5 GeV/c.
Different versions of the recombination/coalescence parton model were proposed to describe the
enhanced p/pi ratio for inclusive spectra 10. This model goes beyond the standard picture of
high transverse momentum hadron production by fragmentation of the energetic parton. It
proposes that hadron production at a few GeV/c in an enviroment with high density of partons
Figure 3: Central to peripheral yield ratio per collision vs.
transverse momentum for pions, protons and φ-mesons in
Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV.
Figure 4: Central to peripheral yield ratio per bi-
nary collision vs. transverse momentum for hyperons,
kaons and φ-mesons in d+Au collisions at 200 GeV.
Dotted line at RCP = 1 shows expectation from bi-
nary scaling.
occurs via the parton recombination. Another semi-phenomenological model describes the large
hadron/pion ratio by a non-universal parton transverse momentum broadening 11. Authors
of this paper argue that smearing of the parton intrinsic kT in pA and AA collisions should
be larger for protons than for pions. Less schematic calculations should be done to test both
models.
In conclusion, we have to state that the nature of big difference in baryon and meson production
in Au+Au collisions at RHIC in transision region between soft and hard scattering is still not
clear, more data are needed, more consistent explanations are required.
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Figure 5: Nuclear modification factor at 62.4 GeV
for most central and semi-central Au+Au collisions.
Top points - for all charged hadrons, lower points -
for neutral pions only.
Figure 6: Proton to pion ratio at 62.4 GeV for most
central and semi-central Au+Au collisions.
Figure 7: Results from 2-particle correlation with identified leading hadron: yield for near and away side jets
per trigger particle vs. number of participants. STAR preliminary results are on the left histograms, PHENIX
results - on the right. In PHENIX, baryons were protons and antiprotons, mesons - pions and Kaons; dotted
line shows the results of recombination model. Diffrence in STAR/PHENIX yields is due to about factor 2 larger
preseudo-rapidity acceptance in STAR.
